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Asmarketers today, we have more information about our customers than
ever before. We all know that in this challenging economy, effectively us-
ing that data—to acquire and retain the most valuable customers—is
more important than ever.

But for too many of us, it sometimes feels as if we are swimming in data.
We have a lot of information, but too much of it is scattered, hard to un-
derstand and unconnected to how we run our marketing programs and
our overall business strategies.

Many of the companies showcased in this section found themselves in
similar situations: Company divisions that didn’t share information; data
that was hard to use because it was never collected in a consistent man-
ner; marketing initiatives that missed the mark because key consumer
touch points were ignored.

Each of the companies featured here—
from DirecTV to Samsung—brought in
Merkle to help them sort through stacks of
data and rethink how that information could
better serve business goals. As numbers
experts and business consultants, Merkle
President-CEO David Williams and his team
have a unique perspective on the big pic-
ture. They also realize two other crucial
points: Many companies need help inte-
grating available information into their mar-

keting programs in the most effective way—and the best way to do that
is to make sure that quantitative analysts have a seat at the table when key
decisions are made.

Inside you’ll find more about Merkle’s approach to Integrated Customer
Marketing and how companies like yours have begun to put the cus-
tomer at the center of strategy—with great results.

Jackie Ghedine
Managing Director, Sales
Advertising Age

M3 Marketing Opportunities
Today’s conditions are right for marketers
to achieve the optimum customer rela-
tionship—yet something keeps holding
them back: too much focus on the brand,
not enough on the customer.

M4 The Approach
For decades, organizations have struggled
to implement a systematic approach to
marketing that eventually stalls out in
silos. How can marketers overcome the
obstacles? Merkle offers its Integrated
Customer Marketing framework.

M6 The Currencies
The best way to unify a company is to get
its people to use the same language and
metrics. Merkle builds three crucial “cur-
rencies” to create a unified, companywide
approach to integrated marketing.

M8 ICM in Action
ICM sounds great in theory, but does it
really work? Four marketers—American
Cancer Society, DirecTV, The Limited
and Samsung Electronics America—
demonstrate how these strategies have
improved their businesses.

M10 Agency of the Future
As the consumer moves into the central
focus for a company, the way marketing
decisions are made will change as well,
says Merkle President-CEO David
Williams—and that will transform the
marketing landscape in the future.
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Right message. Right person. Right time.Never before havemar-
keters been so close to bringing those three elements together for the optimum
advertising opportunity. But for too many companies, reaching this holy grail
of marketing remains a case of close, yet so far.
Marketplace trends certainly are on the side of one-on-one marketing. “As

media become increasingly digitized, companies can capture more information
about consumers and use those insights to target consumers on a more precise
level,” says DavidWilliams, president-CEO of Merkle Inc., a customer relation-
shipmarketing agency based in theBaltimore area.“Meanwhile, the costs of tech-
nology andmedia are declining, so the entry point is getting cheaper all the time.
“Over the last decade we’ve seen a shift toward customer-centric business

strategies; but the economic downturn and demand for marketing accounta-
bility are acting as accelerants to this shift,”Mr.Williams says. “The good news
is the marketing tools required to create a truly customer-centric organization
are more accessible than ever before.”
Despite this perfect storm of trends, something is still knocking themarket-

ing message off target: the wrong focus. Although they have access to better data
and more sophisticated technology and analytics, too many marketers remain
solely focused on their own brands and products rather than on their customers.

FOCUSING ON THE CUSTOMER
Ask a room of marketing executives if their companies are customer-centric—
if they use consumer data to tailor products, service, offers andmessages, and if
consumer insights are used across the company—and theymay verywell say yes.
Unfortunately,many companies overestimate the extent of their customer-

centricity, according to research conducted this year by Forrester Consulting
for Merkle. Forrester’s study of 149 senior marketing executives reveals that
although 44 percent of respondents said their companies are more customer-
than brand-focused (compared to 35 percent that said they weremore brand-
focused), the claim “is more an aspiration than a fact.”
As Forrester’s analysis concluded:“The time has come for companies tomove

beyond lip service to deliver on the promise of customer-centricmarketing and
business strategy. In this environment, marketers must convince their organi-
zations that consumers expect to be communicated with in a way that is of val-
ue and relevant to them.”
Forrester’s research found that only 11 percent of marketers said customer

engagement is the primary factor in their communications. Of the other 89
percent, only one-third said they have a systematic approach to delivering the
right message to the right person at the right time.According to Forrester,“An

enterprisewide customer contact strategy is a clear reflection of a customer-
centric organization.”
Finally, just half of those surveyed by Forrester said their organizations have

a way tomeasure the value of a customer.And of those that do have a customer
value metric, half said that it’s not used outside the marketing department—
in sales, customer service or product development.
So while companies say they are customer-centric, they don’t have a con-

sistent way of communicating and engaging with those customers.Nor do they
have ways of measuring what each customer is worth, and they are not using
the same information across different company departments to drive a uni-
versal business strategy.

WHERE CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MARKETING IS EVOLVING
Ultimately, a company needs to have a vision of what customer-centric business
strategy looks like and of what it can do, and then find a way tomake it happen
across the enterprise. Usually that requires a visionary leader or two who grasp
the big picture and advocate for the vision.
Twenty-first century business realities, talent and tools have converged,Mr.

Williams says, making customer-centric marketing both practical and urgent.
“Changes in the economic climate force companies tomake every dollar count,”
he says. “Moreover, in one of the most prolonged soft market cycles in history,
many marketers now say, ‘There is only so much acquisition that I am going to
be able to do in this marketplace. How else do I generate value out of the assets
I have right now?’”
Not surprisingly, marketers are seeking proven operational platforms in

today’s uncertain market as well as fact-based strategies that enable compa-
nies to capitalize on opportunities while also building shareholder value and
sustainable growth for the future. To accomplish crucial financial goals, Mr.
Williams says, customers need to be put at the center of business and mar-
keting strategies.
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MARKETING’S PERFECT
STORM

� We have no single ownership of the experience, resulting in siloed approaches
and misaligned goals.

� We are too siloed by business line/product/brand.

� We do not have the resources to support this approach.

� We do not have the technical infrastructure to support this approach.

� We are unable to measure the influence of our activities on
customer behavior.

� Other

Barriers to Adopting a Customer Management Approach

Source: Forrester Consulting on behalf of Merkle Inc., August 2009
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economic and business realities
accelerate marketing’s evolution

“The good news is the marketing tools required to create
a truly customer-centric organization are more accessible
than ever before.” —David Williams, president-CEO, Merkle



In 2007, Samsung Electronics America recognized that while con-
sumers saw only one brand name—Samsung—the internal organization con-
sisted of several distinct businesses. Samsung consumer products was actually
three different divisions—televisions and other consumer electronics, busi-
ness products and mobile phones.
Those three businesses each viewed its own customers as a discrete group.

Each collected data fromdifferent sources.No one knew if there were customers
loyal to the Samsung brand across product lines. The company wanted to de-
termine the best ways to speak to all of its customers with a singular voice.
“One of our greatest achievements was to build the logic around what a

single, customer-centric strategy and operating model would look like. That
was something we did not have before,” says Kris Narayanan, director of in-
tegrated marketing for Samsung Electronics America.
For decades,organizations have struggled to implement a systematic approach

that focuses on the customer and drives customer and shareholder value.What
gets in the way of customer-centric marketing? Countless studies, including one
conducted in 2009 by Forrester Consulting forMerkle Inc., point to brand-cen-
tric organizational structures and a lack of technology as barriers.Mostmarket-
ing organizations are divided into departments and business units that focus on
attaining often-fluctuating departmental goals or achieving individual campaign
results, usually in isolation.Data and customer insight are also similarly siloed.
Leading companies such as Samsung have called on Merkle to help over-

come the obstacles that have prevented so many organizations from imple-
menting fully integrated, customer-focused marketing. Merkle’s innovative
framework is called Integrated CustomerMarketing, or ICM.Company exec-

utives say it is the first approach that enables companies to manage their cus-
tomers for profit by moving the customer to the center of strategic decisions.
According to David Williams, president-CEO of Merkle, marketing inte-

gration is a financial imperative today.
“Our philosophy is that the value of an organization is dictated not by the

strength of its brands but by the behaviors of its customers,” Mr. Williams
says.“Unlike brand-centric marketing, customer-focusedmarketing achieves
both incremental and sustainable, long-term business objectives.”

MERKLE’S INTEGRATED CUSTOMER MARKETING FRAMEWORK
Integrated Customer Marketing is an optimization framework that maxi-
mizes customer portfolio value through targeted management of customer
interactions across marketing, sales and service throughout the customer’s
life cycle. The ICM framework is designed to overcome organizational, op-
erational and technological constraints that typically hinder organizations
from maximizing value.
Study after study points to the need for more adept customer data shar-

ing, fully integrated marketing efforts and disintegrating barriers created by
siloed and unconsolidated efforts.According to“Service Invention to Increase
Retention,” a study released in August 2009 by the Customer Experience
Board of the CMO Council, more than 50 percent of marketers in the glob-
al communications industry believe their organization is not culturally or or-
ganizationally aligned around the customer.Marketers surveyed also viewed
their company’s business practices, billing policies and personnel as “not cus-
tomer-friendly.”
ICM supports the pressing need for all departments and divisions to work

together to deliver a consistent message to target audiences across multiple
communications channels. Merkle’s approach differs from various interme-
diate methods that have emerged over the past 20 years in that ICM stresses
structured collaboration and shared language, metrics and strategies—fac-
tors that enable the entire enterprise to focus on the common goal of achiev-
ing maximum customer value from each and every relationship.
“The problem with CRM, one-to-one marketing, integrated marketing

communications and other similar methods is they don’t take into account
the activities of individual customers over time and don’t engage the entire
enterprise in building customer lifetime value,” says Chris Crayner, seniorVP-
enterprise strategy for Merkle. “Instead of optimizing a single e-mail cam-
paign, today’s organizations should be looking at the next 40 campaigns and
how these influence the behavior of a customer over time.
“Most marketers are not disciplined in their approach to optimizing cus-

tomer behavior,” he adds. Further, he says, there are crucial questions that
must be answered to optimize every organization’s “customer portfolio,” the
pool of customers currently engaged with its brand.
How do you determine which customers have the greatest potential val-

ue?Which customers should you stop investing in? How do you best allocate
dollars to your acquisition budget versus retention budget? What is the in-
cremental cost to acquire your next customer versus to retain a customer?
“These are, or should be,” Mr. Crayner says, “the most important questions
keeping marketers up at night.”
In creating its approach,Merkle drew onmore than 20 years of knowledge,

data and experience working with top-tier marketing organizations. ICM is a
proprietary framework that, Mr. Crayner says, gives companies the ability to
achieve fully integrated, customer-centric marketing.“It’s a matter of realign-
ing resources around a set of enterprisewide priorities,” he adds.
Launching an initiative to accomplish fully integratedmarketing across com-

plex organizations is a daunting prospect for most companies, says John Lee,
VP-client group leader atMerkle.“In the past, companies thought of integration
as a project rather than a process, which is why so few attempted it. Our ap-
proach provides a clear pathway and a multistep journey that ensure success.”

MERKLE’S APPROACH:
Integrated Customer Marketing

The Integrated Customer Marketing Framework
Strategy & Planning

Change & Management

Technology Infrastructure

Customer Portfolio Optimization
Customer Portfolio Management

Marketing Optimization
Marketing Mix Optimization

Program Optimization
Program Identification & Development

Campaign Optimization
Targeting & Execution
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MERKLE’S INTEGRATED CUSTOMER MARKETING JOURNEY
ICM is both a systematic pathway to marketing integration and a business
philosophy. Implementation is a gradual, planned journey via a clearly de-
fined, multistep process.
Merkle’s ICM is an enterprise solution that impacts and informs virtually

every aspect of the organization. “ICM enables knowledge-based decisions
that result in strong, sustainable return on marketing investments,” Mr. Lee
says.“With ICM,media buys and channel selections, for instance, are no longer
subject to generic profile data and guesswork. Marketers and their creative
agencies develop programs founded on their own customers’ preferences and
previous behaviors over many campaigns and from many different touch
points across the enterprise.”
To implement ICM, Merkle works with clients to build on existing infra-

structure and capabilities, such as campaign-based modeling and targeting,
and guides companies in the creation of common marketing protocols and
language universally followed and understood by all members of the organi-
zation. Later, enterprise engagement begins with advanced life-cycle strate-
gies, such as enterprisewide segmentation, customer value metrics and incre-
mental measurement capabilities.
Finally, the organization implements customer touch point mapping and

management, including optimizing fully integrated programs, campaigns and
customer experience and engagement dimensions.

Key components of the ICM framework include these core functions:
� Customer portfolio optimization. This component establishes segmentation
and management tools to enable efficient and effective management of the
company’s customer portfolio, from prospect, to customer, to loyal customer.
Mr. Williams says marketers need to start thinking of themselves as “man-
agers of the customer portfolio—a company’s greatest financial asset.”
� Marketing optimization.A key budget allocation tool within ICM,market-
ing optimization is a systematic framework to guide the allocation of mar-
keting dollars into strategies that produce the greatest incremental impact on
total customer equity.“This system creates a single view onmarketing efforts
within and across the four P’s of marketing—product, pricing, placement,
promotion. It ‘operationalizes’ measurement and forecasting so budget allo-
cation decisions are more informed and connected tomarketing and business
objectives,”Mr. Lee says.
� Program optimization. Merkle defines a program as a specific activity de-
signed to modify the behavior of a group of consumers within a sales life cy-
cle. Programs are implemented over time via multiple campaigns. “Contact
strategy and cadence—how frequently a customer is contacted, through
which channels and with particular messages or offers—are key factors in the
effectiveness of a program,”Mr.Williams says.
� Campaign optimization. “A campaign is defined as a specific marketing ac-
tivity at a specific point in time and can include any media or channel com-
bination,” Mr. Lee says. The primary focus of campaign optimization is tar-
geting the“best” audience groups through application of advanced predictive
modeling techniques connected to the most appropriate offer and delivered
through the most effective media or channels.

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION OF ADVERTISING AGE
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Enterprise Engagement

Infrastructure focus, basic capabilities

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Focus on customer value optimization, fully
integrated programs, campaigns and customer
experience

Advanced customer life cycle strategies and con-
tact/touch point management, channel and media
targeting, enterprise segmentation and measure-
ment, customer and household profitability

Basic lifestyle frameworks and multi-
channel/touch point and execution, model
integration, light media targeting and
campaign automation

Product-focused programs, light modeling
and targeting, often single-channel execution,
little customer customization

Dell Inc.: Building customer relevance

“Merkle has been very influential in helping us develop a truly integrated,
customer-focused solution that we’ve implemented domestically and globally.
With customer profiling, data and analytics, and strategic life-cycle marketing

recommendations from Merkle, we’ve made some very significant changes in our busi-
ness. For example, we’re now driving trigger programs that are relevant to our cus-
tomers, and managing e-mail and direct mail together as one customer touch point.We
couldn’t have done this before with our previously disparate databases. Introducing the
Integrated Customer Marketing framework has been invaluable.” —Kristen Nolte

Senior manager, global CRM, Dell Inc.

MERKLE’S ICM PROGRAM BUILD: PROFIT DRIVERS
ICM informs customer-focusedprograms—activities designed tomodify the be-
havior of a specific consumer group—by taking into account customer behavior
over many campaigns andmany different touch points across the enterprise.
Six additional processes support ICM and are ongoing, collaborative ef-

forts that enable the core optimization tools. Strategy and planning identifies
key areas that require focus via discovery, assessment and gap analysis. Enter-
prise segmentation leverages three core dimensions of customer informa-
tion—attitudes, behaviors and value. Enterprise measurement incorporates
three critical areas: brand equity,marketing effectiveness and customer value.
The data and analytics component plays a central role in delivering on the

promises of ICM, according to Ed Forman, Merkle’s senior VP-solution de-
livery, while “a broad technology infrastructure enables each ICM function
and ensures end-to-end execution of the ICM framework,” he says. Lastly, a
changemanagement process guides the organization’s transition from brand-
focused to customer-centric.
Fully implementing ICM is typically a long-term,multiyear process that re-

quires C-suite sponsorship and involvement.Mr. Forman admits ICM is“hard
work,” but says the tools, capabilities and support needed are readily available.
Many companies have the necessary database marketing and analytics capa-
bilities in place today to begin the ICM journey and start realizing immediate
benefits. Leadership must come from the top levels of the company, he says.
“Companies that are implementing ICM,”Mr. Forman says,“are operating

more effectively and stealing market share from their competitors right now.”

The Integrated Customer Marketing Journey
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“At Life Line Screening, we have worked with Merkle over the last 24 months to
analyze data associated with our community-based health screening events in over

40,000 ZIP codes to help determine the optimal mix of geographical locations and frequency for our screen-
ings. We’ve also built a 200 million-record promotional history database and developed sophisticated mod-
els with dozens of predictive variables to help us improve our prospecting odds.With the costs of printing
and postage continuing to rise, and a weak economic environment, if you don’t use data and sophisticated
analytics to your advantage, you just won’t be able to afford to stay in the game very long.”—Eric Greenberg

VP-marketing, Life Line Screening
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BUILDING YOUR ICM
CURRENCIES:

Ask employees to define their company’s best customer or the
most important message to convey to their customers and it’s likely many
of their answers will be starkly different, based on individual department
goals. That’s because many organizations lack a coordinated, enterprisewide
approach to customer marketing.
Without an integrated customer marketing strategy and a universal lan-

guage that enables everyone in a company to talk about customers in the
same way, it’s virtually impossible to view customers across the organization
or mount an organized approach to delivering relevant interactions that
drive value.
The Integrated CustomerMarketing approach requires that organizations

build three crucial “currencies” to create a “this is the one way we always op-
erate” protocol: segmentation, universal customer value metrics and incre-
mentalmeasurement capabilities. ICMcurrencies form the foundation of cus-
tomer marketing integration and enable companies to orient themselves
around the customer, says Scott Cone, seniorVP-client group leader ofMerkle.
Why call them “currencies”? In other industries, currencies are used to

bring order, alignment and consistency to disparate terms and metrics
across multiple departments, enterprises and other groups. Defining cur-
rencies—a crucial first task to implementing Merkle’s ICM approach—es-
tablishes a common, universal language for all stakeholders. In marketing,
other widely known examples of currencies include Nielsen’s TV ratings
and Arbitron’s radio ratings.
“Previously, it had been commonplace formarketingmetrics and protocols

to be set arbitrarily, sometimes on a campaign-by-campaign basis or based on
quarterly sales goals,”Mr. Cone says.“These practices have prevented compa-
nies frommanaging their customer portfolios by clouding the ability to view
customers across the organization and over a period of time.”
Currencies are crucial to customer-centricity because even a chief mar-

keting officer doesn’t control all the elements that influence customer be-
havior—product development, packaging, pricing, customer service and
the wholesale, retail and online channels. “The moment you start talking
about anything except advertising, you are entering new territory.You need
to have a common language to speak to everyone else in the company about
customers in order to establish and measure customer priorities,” he says.
All three ICM currencies are interrelated, dependent on one another to

develop an organization that shares the same customer-centric philosophies,
practices and protocols. Demand for accountability and 21st century busi-

ness realities urgently require these metrics to ensure sound business deci-
sions focused on building customer value and competitive advantage, Mr.
Cone says.
“In our experience, the sophistication of the metric is not as important

as the fact that it is universally accepted. This universal acceptance and sup-
port generally must come from the C-suite,” he adds.

ICM CURRENCY I: SEGMENTATION
Segmentation based on attitudes, value and behaviors
Whenever a company has more than a few hundred customers, and can’t talk
to or about those customers on an individual basis, it needs some way to di-
vide them into groups based on their needs, attitudes and behaviors. Segmen-
tation“helps a company organize its thoughts and ideas about customers in or-
der to better fulfill the needs of those customers over time,” says Ron Park,
VP-quantitative solutions for Merkle.
Companies are accustomed to segmentation. But too often what happens

is that different departments within the company sort customers by differ-
ent criteria. Brand marketing discusses the customer from an attitudinal
standpoint, while the finance department views the customer from a risk
perspective and the direct marketing department evaluates the customer
based on behavior.“All three criteria need to be integrated to give companies
an accurate picture of customers and their true value to the organization,”
Mr. Park says.
Attributes of an enterprisewide segmentation currencymust be consistent

across the entire customer life cyle, applicable across all media and connect-
ed to a company’s overall marketing communications strategy. In addition,
the currency must also provide the organization with multiple views of in-
formation about various customer segments. These views include behaviors,
demographics,media usage and consumption, as well as needs, attitudes and
perceptions.
“A lot of mistakes in segmentation happen because people think about it

as a snapshot in time,without thinking it through to implementation, or one
department goes out and does an attitudinal study of customers,” Mr. Park
says. “They get a lot of good information, but the process falls down because
that information does not get pulled back to a systemwhere you can track and
manage those segments over time.”
With integrated,multidimensional segmentation in hand, companies can

make informed business decisions, Mr. Park says. The Limited, one of the

establishing a
universal language

Cur•ren•cy (noun):
a) a medium of exchange;
b) general use, acceptance or
prevalence of a concept;
c) something that is widely
and universally accepted
and circulated from person to
person; d) a medium of verbal
or intellectual expression.

ICM cur•ren•cies
(noun) plural:
three universally accepted
operational protocols that
enable companies to achieve
fully integrated, customer-
centric marketing and realize
the accompanying financial
benefits: 1) segmentation
based on attitudes, values
and behaviors; 2) universal
customer value metric;
3) incremental measurement.



country’s leading specialty retailers with 220 women’s apparel stores, began
a segmentation project with Merkle to better understand its customer base
and identify its highest-value customer segments. The Limited is in the
process of taking a methodical, long-term view of its customers.
“Most retailers aremerchandise-driven; themerchants, not themarketers,

tend to lead the company’s business strategy,” says Sara Cisler, director of
customer relationship management for The Limited. “Customer segmenta-
tion is the opposite of that because the business strategy begins with cus-
tomers, not merchandise.We can come up with fashionable clothes to offer
in our stores, but the question becomes, does the merchandise suit our pri-
ority customer segments? To determine the answer, there are pockets of cus-
tomers and behavioral data we need to understand further.”

ICM CURRENCY II: VALUE
Universal customer value metric
As part of an enterprisewide segmentation approach, a company should em-
ploy a second currency—a universal customer value metric. That means
evaluating both the current and the long-term value of each customer.
Satellite television provider DirecTV, for instance, found it had a group of

customers worth thousands of dollars each over the length of their relation-
ships with the company.At the same time, it had a surprising number of cus-
tomers with a negative lifetime value, costing DirecTV more than the com-
pany would likely see in revenue.
“The way the company is approaching those customer segments is and

should be drastically different,” says Ozgur Dogan,VP-quantitative solutions
at Merkle. “The best customers get the VIP treatment. And DirecTV is al-
most better off not keeping the negative-value customers on its platform be-
cause they cost more money than they generate.”
How does a company calculate customer value? For those with ongoing

relationships with customers—through instruments such as mobile phone
contracts, financial services accounts, insurance policies or automobile serv-
ice contracts—the company retains customer data, and it becomes a matter
of calculating a total value generated up to the present, then determining a
future value.Will that customer remain loyal? Will they purchase addition-
al services or products?
For many companies, Merkle first establishes a framework to measure

the value of their current customers. Then it builds a model to predict total
lifetime value. “Companies have a wealth of historical information on cus-
tomers. The challenge is how to effectively leverage the data to inform future
marketing decisions,”Mr. Dogan says. “Can we use all this historical infor-
mation to predict how long a customer will remain loyal to a brand or how
many sales dollars they’ll represent over time? Access to that kind of infor-
mation helps determine which customers will generate the highest value over
time vs. at a point in time.”
Once established, analysts then take that lifetime value metric and mod-

el it against noncustomers, identifying likely high- and low-value prospects.
“If I’m a prospect with potentially high value, it may be worth it for a com-
pany to spend a lot to acquire me,”Mr. Dogan says.

ICM CURRENCY III: MEASUREMENT
Incremental measurement
After a company has segmented its customer base and begun to understand
the characteristics of the segments, the next question to ask is:Where should
I spend my marketing dollars so that I am reaching my highest-value cus-
tomers or potential new high-value customers?
Instead of focusing on optimizing a single campaign, incremental meas-

urement examines the objectives of the entire company—evaluating and
trending seemingly disparate data housed in many different repositories.
ICM measurement data and analytic tools are used to calculate scores for
each factor that could potentially influence a sale, a customer acquisition or
retention, and loyalty.
Marketing and media mix tool sets have traditionally been the most so-

phisticated measurement tools available to marketers, but they are typically
leveraged on a project basis and not viewed as an ongoing business process.
The incremental measurement currency gauges the positive or negative im-
pact that each investment in sales,marketing or service has on customer be-
havior. Therefore, it is critical that these investments and the resulting change
in behavior are measured and optimized on a consistent and ongoing basis.
Scott Nuernberger, VP-quantitative solutions at Merkle, explains incre-

mental measurement this way:Within an organization, there aremany ways
to spend dollars to help influence customer attitudes and behaviors—not
only through advertising and promotion but with customer service, pack-
aging, r&d, retail and online experiences as well.“Ultimately, why should an
organization choose one thing over another?” he says. “If an organization is
considering three possible ways to spend, say, $1 million more in marketing
dollars, which one will yield the most additional, or incremental, profit to
the company?
“I could spend that $1million onmedia buys.Or I could spend themon-

ey to decrease the wait times in my call center. Or I could cut my prices. Or
I could send out an additional direct marketing piece to my best customers.
What is the effect of the next dollar spent and its influence on my customer
portfolio?”
Incremental measurement is the trickiest of the three currencies. “It is a

challenge to calculate thosemetrics fromdiverse areas,”Mr.Nuernberger says.
“But from a conceptual standpoint, it makes total sense. A lot of companies
inherently recognize this idea; they just need to find the best ways tomeasure
and compensate for it.
“Everyone has measurement of some kind, but it’s the incremental meas-

ure that really matters. Averages just don’t work,” he says. “The incremental
measurement currency enables companies tomakemore informed decisions,
and that aspect alone results in improved financial, operational and market-
ing outcomes.”

CURRENCIES ESTABLISH THE ICM FOUNDATION
So how do companies begin the process of adopting
these currencies? One of the mistakes companies
make is that they try to build the most sophisti-
cated value metric on Day 1,Mr. Cone says. “In
our opinion, the entire process is a journey.
Start with a basic metric, begin ‘socializing’ it
within the company and then collect the data
and keep growing that process. Don’t turn it
into an academic exercise. These are building
blocks. Begin by establishing a metric that is
basic but robust, and keepmaking it more so-
phisticated over time.”
Ultimately, Merkle executives say, the three

ICM currencies should become part of a compa-
ny’s culture. Enterprisewide segmentation, customer
valuemetrics and incrementalmeasurementbecome the
universal language for the organization—defining market-
ing programs and driving business and investment decisions.
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“In early 2008, we recognized the need to change from a product-focused to customer-
focused approach.We created an ‘on-boarding’ phase—a contact communications strat-

egy so any new midmarket customer would start hearing from us within the first 30 days of signing with
us. Later we focused on introducing them to other lines of business, and then, finally, had them take a sur-
vey to give us feedback and tell us their preferences. ... Most important, we’ve defined who our most valu-
able customers are and we know how to communicate with them.” —Rachel Cruz

Senior direct marketing specialist, Staples Inc.

Customer
Value

Segmentation

Incremental
Measurement

ICM
Currencies
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INTEGRATED CUSTOMER

Samsung Electronics America:
Unifying customer data

Two years ago, Samsung was known by con-
sumers as a single brand. Internally, however,

Samsung was a collection of three business units that had gathered data from
various sources over many years. That made relevant, consistent communica-
tions with the customer an area for improvement.

As if that situation wasn’t challenging
enough,“the data wasn’t very clean,norwas it
valuable in terms of making marketing deci-
sions,” says Kris Narayanan, Samsung’s direc-
tor-integrated marketing.
Samsung set about identifying a solutionby

setting a marketing strategy that focuses on its
customers—anexample of how leadingorgan-
izations are bringing the concept of customer-
centricmarketing alive, succeedingwhere oth-
ers have stumbled. Many marketers say they
support the idea of customer-centric market-
ing, but for one reason or another—whether
it’s lackof a top-level executive sponsoror com-

munication issues between operating divisions—they can’t make it happen.
“Most companies understand the concepts of customer-centric marketing

and customer value. But they struggle with the steps needed to take what they
view as an academic exercise and transform it into something real,” says John
Lee, VP-client group leader at Merkle. “They say, ‘Don’t tell me it’s just about
buildingmore infrastructure.’The goodnews is, IntegratedCustomerMarketing
is muchmore than that.”
Samsung worked with Merkle to first take a comprehensive look at the in-

formation existing in its business units and to enhance its data management.
The second step was using the data to profile Samsung’s best customers. “We
gainedwonderful insights through that process,”Mr.Narayanan says.“It helped
us understand the customer segments within our database that we needed to
target more.”
The final step was mapping out how to communicate with these consumers

with a coordinated Samsung voice.
Today, regardless of where consumers encounter the Samsung name, they

are directed to the same destination for information. Every time a consumer
calls with a product question, sends in a product registration or e-mails for
more information, that customer data is collected and stored in a single secure
database.
After calling the Samsung service center and opting in, for instance, a con-

sumer will receive a follow-up e-mail message. “A couple of years ago, simple
things like the tone of themessage, the e-mail return address, the subject line—
they were all different depending on which product line was involved,” Mr.
Narayanan says.“Pulling the data together was easier than pulling the business-
people together, but we have come a long way in those couple of years.”
Samsung isworking to further develop its customer relationshipprogram.For

instance, if a consumer buys a Samsung television, registers it on theWeb site and
opts in, the company sends that customer e-mails with tips as well as a place to
connect with the community of Samsung TV owners for help and advice. The
next goal is to figure out when to suggest the next Samsung purchase.

The Limited:
Putting customers in the center

Women have a very personal, sometimes passionate, relationship with their
clothes—and with the places they buy those clothes. The Limited had a handle
on some of its dedicated customers, particularly those who made the effort to
sign up for an in-house credit card. But it wanted to knowmore.

Led byCEOLindaHeasley, thewomen’s
clothing retailer has embarked upon ama-
jor customer relationshipmarketing initia-
tive: The Limited wants to segment its cus-
tomer base, learn more about its best
customers and use those findings to shape
its apparel lines, store environment and
marketing strategies.
Sara Cisler, director of customer rela-

tionshipmanagement for The Limited, says
the segmentation project represents a
change in approach for the company,which
operates 220 stores around the country. In
the apparel industry, the designers andbuy-
ers tend to lead; they create clothing, and
start fashion trends and hope that cus-
tomerswill buy.One of The Limited’s goals
is to put the customer at the center.
“Our customer segmentation project

has been driven from the top down—it’s a
CEO-sponsored approach,”Ms.Cisler says.
“Our CEO has said that being customer-
centric is important, and that we are going
to invest resources into this project so we
can change themindset of the business and

launch better communications strategies to our customers.”
The segmentation project includes online surveys, exit interviews with con-

sumers across the country as well as in-depth customer shop-alongs. Shop-
alongs will include in-home, in-store and post-store interviews to gain a deeper
understanding of customer behaviors and identify key opportunities.
The retailer hopes to have initial insights this fall. It will then use those to

make its online and in-store experiences, as well as its marketing,more appeal-
ing to its best customers.
The Limited already communicates to its customer database with regular di-

rect mail pieces, including seasonal special offers, birthday mailings and thank
you coupons. It introduces newmerchandise every twoweeks, and e-mails cus-
tomers news of its latest offerings or directs them to The Limited Web site—
which a year agowas significantly expanded to include online shopping. Insights
from the current research could affect all levels of customer contact—everything
from changing the media mix to training store employees to dress and speak
with customers in certain ways.
“At the end of the day wewant to further understand The Limited customer

andmake sure we are talking to her in an appropriate way,”Ms.Cisler says.“We
can come up with a fashion trend, but does it work for our customers? And are
we talking to our current customers and reaching out to new customers in the
most effective way?”

By integrating its customer
information across the com-
pany, Samsung is now able
to target messages to specif-
ic customers who will be in-
terested in receiving them.

The Limited uses segmentation
to tailor its messaging for its
customers.

Integrated Customer Marketing may sound great in theory, but how does it work in real-world
situations? As companies that have done their ICM homework have discovered, it brings more
rewards and benefits than they could have imagined. Here, the American Cancer Society,
DirecTV, The Limited and Samsung Electronics America relate their successful ICM experi-
ences and where they’re headed in the future.
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MARKETING in practice
American Cancer Society:
Cultivating meaningful relationships

The American Cancer Society began a relation-
shipmarketing programmore than six years ago.
Within an enormous database of 55million indi-

viduals, the Society wanted to identify key constituents, find out more about
them and more effectively communicate with them.

“Initially, our CRM program was
largely thought of as an investment in
technology,” says Scott Bennett, na-
tional VP-marketing for the Society.
“Our aim was to become more con-
stituent-focused, andwe started by ag-
gressively capturing data on our critical
constituents.”
The 55 million individuals in the

Society’s database interact with the or-
ganization in a variety of ways. They
may be donors. Theymay be individu-
als with cancer, or patients’ families or
caregivers, who come to the organiza-
tion for help. They may be cancer sur-
vivors; participants in events, such as a
local American Cancer Society Relay
for Life; or among the Society’s 3 mil-
lion volunteers.
After analyzing the data, the Society

realized that its key constituents were involved with the organization on sever-
al fronts.To capitalize on that, the Society built a segmentationmodel that took
all aspects of its constituents’ relationships into account and identified unique
constituent groupings, enhancing the organization’s ability to deliver customer-
centric communications.
“We discovered through image studies that we are a very ‘highly known’

brand, trusted and liked,” Chief Development Officer Guy Fischer says. “But
donors don’t always know a lot about us. And we know from research that the
more people who do know about all our services, themore—and themore of-
ten—they give, and the more willing they are to volunteer.”
So the Society took Triumphmagazine, a publication it sends to top donors,

and also sent it to constituents in its high-affinity segment—those who are ac-
tively engaged with the organization inmore than one channel and exhibit the
greatest potential return—whether or not they were donors. Triumph offers a
broad look at all the Society’s initiatives—not just its best-knownwork, cancer
research, but also other areas such as advocacy for laws that protect people from
secondhand smoke and its one-on-one support for patients and caregivers.
“Just by sending Triumph to this key segment, we realized a huge lift in

year-to-year retention among the test group,”Mr. Fischer says.“We also saw a
significant lift in annual donation value. If extended to all high-value con-
stituents, this learning holds the promise of millions of dollars in additional
giving over time.”
By continuing to send the magazine to all individuals in this high-affinity

segment, it will more than triple the number of people who receive the maga-
zine, for a total of more than 300,000 constituents.

DirecTV:
Finding the high-value customer

It was time for DirecTV to hit the pause button.
After a decade of explosive growth in building its

subscriber base, the satellite television service stopped
five years ago to take a breath and carefully examine

its portfolio of subscribers to determine who they were and their value to the
company.
“At that time, we took a look at our general adver-

tising and alsoworkedwithMerkle to examine our cus-
tomer base—and segment out those customers who
were themost profitable for us,” says Brad Bentley, sen-
ior VP-marketing & direct sales at El Segundo, Calif.-
based DirecTV.
WhatDirecTVdiscoveredwas that a disproportion-

ate amount of its profits was coming from a relatively
small percentage of customers. “We call them our ‘hid-
den heavies,’”Mr. Bentley says.
The company set out to cement its relationshipwith

those customers and drive profitable growth by using
models to refine their target audiences andmedia place-
ment decisions.
Whereas in the past DirecTV’s advertising had been aimed at a general audi-

ence of adults 25 to 55 years old, the company used its database discoveries to
sharpen its targeting. It then aimed formen35 to 55whoweremarriedwith fam-
ilies living in single-family homes. “We moved to focus our advertising spend
against that audience,”Mr.Bentley says.“Thatwas oneway tomake sure ourmes-
sagewas getting to an audience thatwasmost like ourmost profitable customers.”
For example, the company shifted its ad buys to sports programming,where

its hidden heavies lived.
Digging deeper, DirecTV created “heart scores” for each of the company’s

subscribers. Customers with the highest anticipated lifetime value to the com-
pany are labeled five-heart customers. They are loyal to DirecTV, have excellent
credit and pay their bills on time. They subscribe to premium packages and or-
der additional services, like pay-per-view events andmovies.
At the other end of the scale are those customers who ordered DirecTV

services but have a hard time paying their bills, or those who switch from serv-
ice to service in search of a better deal. These customers could actually end up
costing the company money, given the investment DirecTV makes in hard-
ware, installation and marketing money to set up a new subscriber.
DirecTV’s subscriber base has doubled since 2000, to 18million households

this year.“Nowwe have reached a critical mass where churn becomes an issue.
An increasingly important part of our business is managing those customers
who are going to stay with us,”Mr. Bentley says. “When you make a $700 in-
vestment to acquire a customer, you have to make sure it’s the right customer,
that they are going to stick around, pay their bill.Wewanted to invest ourmon-
ey towards customers who will yield the greatest return.”
Focusing on the profitable growth and high-value customer base has been a

significant shift forDirecTV.“In the early years,wewere in a heavy growthmode,
so gross addswere king,”Mr.Bentley says.“Now it’s about profitable net growth
with a very calculated, integrated approach in terms of who we want and what
investments we are willing to make to retain them.”

After examining its sub-
scriber data,DirecTV sharp-
ened its advertising to reach
a male audience that was
most like its most profitable
customers.

By broadening the reach of its Triumph
magazine, the American Cancer Socie-
ty saw immediate benefits.

“We took a look at our general advertising and also worked with Merkle to examine
our customer base—and segment out those customers who were the most profitable
for us. ... We call them our ‘hidden heavies.’” —Brad Bentley

Senior VP-marketing & direct sales, DirecTV
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As companies increasingly make the consumer the central focus of
their business strategies, Merkle President-CEO David Williams says the way
marketing decisions aremadewill change aswell.Mr.Williams spokewithwriter
Julie Liesse about the future of customer relationship marketing and its role in
the marketing landscape. An edited transcript of their interview follows.

Ad Age:You’ve referred to this point in time as“marketing’s perfect storm.”Why
is that?
Mr. Williams: The ever decreasing cost of technology, the digitization of media,
the demand for customer-centricity and marketing accountability are all driv-
ing organizations to use information about customers to create competitive ad-
vantages in the marketplace. The difficult economic environment has been an
accelerant to this transformation.
I was talking to the VP of marketing of a major retailer the other day. The

context was, “My board has given me the mandate to use my customer infor-
mation assetsmore strategically.”We’re just hearingmore andmore of that kind
of feedback. So that’s the opportunity that exists. It really elevates the level of
conversation, from“How do we do great advertising?” to “How do we do great
marketing?” to “How do we do great customer relationship marketing?”

Ad Age:What has changed about customer relationship marketing today?
Mr. Williams: The problemwith CRM is there’s a lot of automatic listening to the
term.But what CRMmeant in 1990 is nowhere near what CRM reallymeans to-
day. CRM in the ’90s was about operations; CRM in 2010 is about business strat-
egy. Today, it’s about informedmarketing to the customer to alter behaviors vs. the
oldCRMmissionofmanaging customers.Plus, it’s not technology-driven like the
old model; it’s technology-enabled. Huge difference. It’s taken 25 years for cus-
tomer relationship marketing to really take root in an actual business strategy.
That’s what is changing today, and it’s changing rapidly and dramatically.

Ad Age: In the ad business, we have ad agencies and media buying agencies, as
well as specialists in various disciplines. How does an agency like yours differ
from these?
Mr. Williams: Most agencies, generally speaking, are organized around media.
What’s really changed are the digital and highly targetedmedia, like directmail,
Web, social, e-mail and mobile. These are very much one-to-one-oriented me-

dia vs. one-to-many.Monetizing these direct/digital media requires an entirely
different skill set. You’re playing at the intersection of individual information
and one-to-one delivery capabilities; whereas, in the mass advertising world,
those issues don’t exist.
The general ad agencies are incredibly well-positioned and equipped to be a

strong voice in that brand conversation. So they should be the strong right-hand
partner of any CMO. The strong left-hand partner of the CMO should be the
customer relationship marketing agency. That agency should be more focused
on customer behavior and be responsible for what I would call “precisionmar-
keting”—the one-to-one marketing and advertising associated with influenc-
ing behaviors to optimize customer value.
So we need to start thinking about the world in two “dimensions”: brand

and customer. The combination of a strong brand coupled with driving appro-
priate customer behavior is what CMOs care about today and what ultimately
drives shareholder value.

Ad Age: So looking forward, do you see marketing agencies such as Merkle as
part of the advertising agency community or as a separate category of agencies?
Mr. Williams:Ultimately, I think we’re all part of one community. But I certainly
believe that if you look at the classicmarketing services space, I think that space
is moving closer to the traditional agency space. The reason is very simple: The
intersection of information and how it gets delivered through amedium.What
I mean by that is there’s no stop point through that execution. If I’m going to
use information to inform aWeb experience, it happens basically in real time.
So it’s forcing the people with those information assets to push deeper and
deeper into the actualmedia creation and execution itself because there’s no dis-
connection there.
If you’re going to execute efficiently, you’ve got to have the information assets

and themedia capability. I believe those worlds are converging to a large degree.
As I said, I think the general agencies will do world-class, universal messaging
brand work.And I think what we would call the customer relationship market-
ing agency will do world-class customer, one-to-one communication work.

Ad Age:Howdo youwork with brand agencies now?Are there ways to improve
those relationships for the benefit of the client?
Mr.Williams:Weseeourselves as apeer to those agencies.Withourbest clients,we
workhand inhandwith those folks everyday.Andourmost visionary clients,peo-
ple like TedWard,VP of marketing at Geico, for example, encourage and create
a very appropriate platform for all agencies towork together effectively. I certainly
think that’s the way of the future. It’s very important that those two camps work
very closely together.Ultimately, it is not about brandor customer; it is about both.

Ad Age: As you look forward, how do you see the evolution of CRM over the
next three to five years?
Mr. Williams:What you’re seeing right now is a flight to the customer relation-
shipmarketing strategy because it works on somany levels. It provides informed
decision-making, improves accountability and makes good financial sense in
the short and long terms. It’s a win-win for companies and their customers.
We’re seeing organizations like specialty retailers, restaurants, pharma and

CPG companies—people who are literally saying,“I have relationships in the-
ory with tens of millions of people. They interact withmy store,my restaurant,
my product, my brand, every day; but, in reality, I generally don’t know who
they are as individuals.”Marketers are asking themselves,“How can I have a di-
rect relationshipwithmy best customer?And how can I appropriatelymonetize
that relationship to create or improve shareholder value?”
Over the next two to three years, you’re going to see a lotmore organizations

jump into this next-evolution CRM strategy space because they realize there’s
real profit associated with it and they can gain real strategic advantage in their
market place as a result.

THE AGENCY OF THE
FUTURE an interview with Merkle

President-CEO David Williams
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